
The dominant interference is between box and tree diagrams, like those shown above on the left. This interference

creates a preference for heavy quarks to move in the incoming proton direction. In the presence of initial or final

state radiation (above right), the preference is for quarks to follow the incoming antiproton direction. The net

asymmetry ���
��� is expected to be small but positive in the standard model (SM). New physics beyond the SM

could create an anomalous forward-backward asymmetry.

Measurement of the Forward-Backward Asymmetry in Meson 

Production in Collisions at = 1.96 TeV
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Do heavy quarks have a preference to move in a particular direction? 
At first order in quantum chromodynamics, the answer is no. But at higher orders, interference effects between 

diagrams can generate a preferred direction. This is observed as a forward-backward asymmetry, ���
���

. 

In ̅ collisions, a “forward” event has a ����� following the �̅�

direction. At D0 we measure ���
��� in �� → �/�	�� decays. These decays

are fully reconstructed and are not influenced by neutral B meson

mixing. We categorize �� particles as forward or backward based on

their charge and pseudorapidity. The asymmetry �����
�� is the

difference between the number of forward and backward produced ��

mesons, divided by the total number.

With D0’s excellent muon and tracking detectors we provide the first, and most 

precise, measurement of a b quark forward-backward asymmetry in ̅ collisions. 

B+ Reconstruction: 
�
� pair ( J/ψ meson) + track (�� meson) = �� meson 

We use 10.4 fb-1 of data from RunII of the D0 experiment at the Tevatron collider. Kaon and muon tracks

with |�| < 2.1 and � > 1.5 GeV �
� or 0.7 GeV ���� are chosen if they share a vertex which is significantly

displaced from the ̅ interaction. Selected �� candidates have mass from 5.05 to 5.65 GeV. A boosted

decision tree is trained to reduce background, with the cut chosen to minimize uncertainty on �����
��.

How well does �����
�� match ���

���? Extremely well! We test correlation between

reconstructed and generated �� mesons in PYTHIA Monte Carlo (MC), and also the correlations

between reconstructed �� mesons and the generated MC b quarks. Since the definitions of the

forward and backward categories depend on the sign of ��, there is an ambiguity near |η| = 0 due to

finite detector resolution. Rejecting �� mesons with |��| < 0.1 (2% of the data sample) yields 100%

agreement between reconstructed and generated �� mesons, and 99.5% agreement with generated

b quarks. These close relationships show that �����
�� is affected only minimally by hadronization.
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To measure a production asymmetry like ��� �
� all detector charge 

asymmetries and north-south asymmetries must be removed. 

D0 reversed the polarity of its solenoid or toroid magnets approximately

every two weeks. We weight events to equalize N���� in each polarity

combination. This removes charge asymmetries to first order since

tracking inefficiencies apply equally to both particle charges.

We also set � �� � ����� to remove the

1% charge asymmetry from different ��

and �� interaction cross sections with the

detector material.

Detector asymmetries can exist between

regions with �  0 and � " 0, which we call

“north-south” asymmetries because of D0’s

geographic orientation. We measure north-

south asymmetries for J/ψ and ��mesons

reconstructionin samples with no expected production asymmetries. We set ε	 � " 0 �

	$	��  0� with a weight based on the measured asymmetries. The overall

event weight %& combines all these corrections but has small effects on

��� �
� since the corrections generally cancel between �� and �� mesons.

��� �
� is extracted from an unbinned maximum likelihood fit over all the �� candidates.

The likelihood function has four components, each with an event fraction and forward-backward

asymmetry. The �� → �/�	�� signal is modeled with a double Gaussian distribution. The signal

distribution is shifted to describe �� → �/�	'� events where the pion was assigned the kaon mass.

Background from partially reconstructed decays is modeled with a threshold function, and the

combinatoric background is modeled with an exponential function. The plots below show (left)

forward + backward events and (right) forward – backward events, with projected fit distributions.

We measure: ()* +
� � ,-. /0	 � -. 01 2343 � -. 15 2623 %

The fit yields 89328 signal events from 160360 candidates, with 89/ndf = 249/214.

This analysis is the first Tevatron measurement of a b sector forward-backward asymmetry.

We measure �����
�� to be consistent with zero and with the SM, with precision which reflects D0’s remarkable history of 

heavy flavor asymmetry measurements. Our result complements and extends higher energy measurements made by the 

CDF collaboration, which also find ���
��� consistent with zero.  

Room for new physics to appear in 

anomalous heavy quark forward-

backward asymmetries is now 

very small indeed!
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To estimate the SM prediction we simulate

the ̅ → ���; process using the MC@NLO

generator with HERWIG for hadronization. We

pass the MC through identical event selection

as for data and make corrections for detector

asymmetries and unmodeled trigger effects.

In the MC we measure ���
<= �� � >2.31 �

0.34�stat� � 0.51�syst�H%, which disagrees

with the measured asymmetry in data.

However, new results from theoretical

calculations[3] show that our result agrees

with the SM. Our data result is compared

below with theory and the MC@NLO result.


